
 Hello  

My name is tshenolo, I have discovered that the brain and the the seconds work the same, the seconds 

of the digital watch show you brain activity all the time. I managed to come up with words that’s match 

every second to tell you what each second means even the combination of seconds for example 

24,every time you are thinking about something, after, look at the seconds then they tell you exactly 

what you were thinking about as if the watch can read your mind. This proves that somehow the brain is 

technology. 

 

 

PROGRAM: 

 

Truth acceptances program is a software created in a normal digit or smartwatch. This shows the 

seconds. The software comes with a menu that shows the meaning of every second. The softwares main 

thing is programmed with words that are the meaning of every second to show all the time when you 

need to know about what you were thinking about or talking about. These words on the menu explain 

types of thoughts or brain activity all the time when looked at. 

 

The way it works is first toy have to think or talking about anything that comes up your mind, after you 

look at the seconds, read the menu to see the meaning then you realise it shows what you were thinking 

about or talking about. You have to look after thought or speech. 

 

This is the menu: 

 

0= nothing at all or a situation that is nothing 

1= first things, importance  

2= do or doing 

3=uneveness or acceptance 

4=love, hate or true 

5= good 

6=perfect or imperfect 

7=arrangement 

8=moment 

9=more uneveneas 



10= first things totality 

 

If a combination of seconds appears after thought or saying like 54 then you look at the meaning of each 

seconds then you know. 

 

 

 

INNOVATION: 

 

Truth acceptance is an innovation a new thing that people will meet. It's use  is very essential in life, for 

memory and correctness. The fact that a watch that knows your brain activity is created shows 

something, firstly its proves when the seconds match your brain activity that the brain works like 

technology. 

 

This works on every single person that uses Truth acceptance. This will bring better minds that will even 

go further on discovering what else can be known with a watch that reads your mind. 

 

Any type of watch that is digital or smart watch that shows seconds, with the the menu of Truth 

acceptance it shows innovation because no watch that reads your mind has ever been created. 

 

In the future a watch that looks like a normal smart watch, that is touch screen can be created, that on 

the first screen it shows the seconds in big, then when you swipe it shows the time, the hours and the 

minutes. That's the future and the innovative part of Truth acceptance. 

 

Link: https://youtu.be/kwAZVLHBRi4 

 


